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A B S T R A C T
The onshore development of coal seam gas (CSG) is expanding rapidly in Australia. The industry’s
interaction with Aboriginal people has entailed 35 Indigenous Land Use Agreements in the State of
Queensland in the period 2010–2013. Though the mining sector and, to some extent, conventional oil
and gas development, are the source of much of our knowledge about agreement making in extractive
industries, CSG extraction presents distinctive challenges. The industry has a distributed footprint on the
landscape and multiple megaprojects are creating new forms of infrastructure to extract and handle the
gas. This development is occurring during a period of evolution in law and regulation. The issues
associated with agreement making and implementation that arise in this context are addressed here as
seen from Aboriginal and practitioner viewpoints. Drawing on qualitative interviews, participant
observation, applied native title research and indicative legal cases, we address the signiﬁcance of
capability challenges, the need for improved industry understanding of Aboriginal cultural politics, more
explicit attention to factionalism among Indigenous groups, and the requirement for greater professional
collaboration among all parties. CSG development can be seen to have accelerated the exposure of the
resources sector more generally to the complexities of agreements with Indigenous people.
 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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The coal seam gas (CSG) industry is currently expanding rapidly
in the State of Queensland and into northern New South Wales
with development anticipated in other parts of Australia.
Understanding the industry’s impact on Aboriginal people can
be seen in the context of the ambivalence among the population
generally about the regulation and methods of extraction of this
new resource. Additionally, it is important to understand current
legislation and legal precedent about Aboriginal rights in relation
to land and waters.
CSG is known as an ‘unconventional’ natural gas (mostly
methane) that is trapped, under high pressure, within coal seams.
It is called unconventional as its extraction requires many wells
across a landscape rather than the few deep wells that are
conventionally employed to tap into relatively large gas domes* Corresponding author. Tel.: +61 73365 3170; fax: +61 73365 1544.
E-mail addresses: David.Trigger@uq.edu.au (D. Trigger), j.keenan@uq.edu.au
(J. Keenan), k.derijke@uq.edu.au (K. de Rijke), w.rifkin@uq.edu.au (W. Rifkin).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.exis.2014.08.001
2214-790X/ 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access articl
3.0/).that are thousands of metres below the surface. Coal seams
suitable for CSG extraction are usually closer to the surface (e.g.,
200–400 m below) and relatively thin (often less than a metre
thick), and these seams extend in a variegated pattern over large
areas. An area of approximately 40,000 square kilometres in
Queensland has CSG leases that are currently being developed
(Department of Natural Resources and Mines, 2014).
There is an ongoing programme of well drilling and completion,
including the associated activities of construction of roads and
pipelines for gas and the saline water that comes with it, water
treatment, construction and commissioning of gas compression
stations, building of high tension power lines, and well pad and
pipe route rehabilitation. Land access negotiations and monitoring
activities are extensive. While the physical impact of each well is
relatively small (about two hectares during drilling and a half
hectare afterward), each gas ﬁeld has a large dispersed footprint,
with numerous interlinked wells geometrically spread across
hundreds if not thousands of square kilometres for each proponent
(Department of Natural Resources and Mines, 2014; US Depart-
ment of Energy, 2004). These wells require access roads and
pipeline rights of way on farm and grazing land as well as in arease under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/
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agricultural use in this otherwise intensively farmed region
(Williams et al., 2013).
CSG and other forms of onshore, unconventional natural gas are
of growing importance as a domestic source of fuel in Australia,
Canada and the USA (International Energy Agency, 2012). Three
export facilities for CSG (as Liqueﬁed Natural Gas, LNG) are
currently under development in north-eastern Australia with
activity also occurring in Western Australia. The CSG develop-
ments being pursued by four joint venture proponents in
Queensland were initially valued at $40 billion, a cost that has
now risen to $60 billion, with another $20 billion in investment on
hold (Queensland Department of State Development, Infrastruc-
ture and Planning, 2013).
While these developments provide important sources of energy
and signiﬁcant economic contributions, they have been highly
controversial both within the development region and more
broadly (de Rijke, 2013b, p. 415). There is opposition and
substantial suspicion about CSG development in rural areas where
some residents see a threat to agricultural landscapes and to a rural
lifestyle and economy (Everingham et al., 2014). The opposition
derives from the industry’s signiﬁcant impacts on communities
and livelihoods (Measham and Fleming, 2014), feared environ-
mental and health impacts (Carey, 2012), competition with
agriculture for use of the land surface and underground water
resources (Nghiem et al., 2011; Hamawand et al., 2013), and
localised economic impacts such as the skills shortages and price
increases of a boom region (Measham and Fleming, 2014). Such
concerns are raised in literature internationally on onshore gas
development, whether from coal seams or shale beds, as Hunter
and Taylor (2013) have documented in their extensive annotated
bibliography.
Supporters of CSG promote the industry’s potential for
generating regional development through billions of dollars in
investment to extract the resource, company commitments to
corporate social responsibility (CSR), employment and business
opportunities, and the relatively low impact of individual gas wells
(compared to large-scale coal mining, for example). These factors
are highlighted particularly in areas that have suffered from a
declining rural population and the stresses on agriculture of
recurring drought (Chen and Randall, 2013; de Rijke, 2013a,b;
Mercer et al., 2014; Walton et al., 2013).
In Australia, resource extraction companies must negotiate
with Aboriginal parties who hold, or may hold, (native title or
cultural heritage) rights and interests in the area of proposed
development. These rights would be a result of the Future Act
provisions of the Native Title Act (1993, Cth) and various legislative
State regimes. The negotiations can potentially lead to agreements
between Aboriginal parties and resource extraction companies,
often in the form of registered Indigenous Land Use Agreements
(ILUAs).1 Agreements set out the terms that must be fulﬁlled as
resource developments proceed. They may include provisions for
monetary payments to the Aboriginal party, cultural heritage
management plans as per the relevant legislation (which can
include procedures for identifying and managing impacts on sites
of signiﬁcance according to Aboriginal cultural traditions),
employment opportunities, and a range of other negotiated
initiatives.
In addressing these challenges in the CSG arena, we ﬁrst outline
current knowledge and known issues around Indigenous agree-
ments with companies across the resources sector. The perspec-
tives of CSG industry ‘practitioners’ (Owen and Kemp, 2014, p. 1)
working with Aboriginal parties are reported, followed by1 All references to ‘agreements’ throughout this article refer to ILUAs unless
stated otherwise.discussion of general views among Aboriginal groups about the
promise and reality of agreements with CSG proponents. This is an
under researched area with what appears to be only one study
addressing Indigenous engagement among 439 research projects
related to CSG development in Australia across topics ranging from
technology and the environment to society and economy (Veitch,
2013).
We consider a number of legal cases to illustrate the issues
arising for those seeking to implement the kinds of agreements
that have so far been negotiated. This is material indicating the
importance of greater understanding in the corporate sector of
internal social relations among the Indigenous parties. In
concluding, we note that available information indicates a need
for clear policies – within government and industry – on dealing
with what is a vigorous Aboriginal politics that is mobilised in the
context of seeking cultural rights, land rights and economic gains.
The legal cases examined suggest that corporate withdrawal from
agreement implementation is unlikely to result in sustainable
relationships between the parties.
2. Current knowledge and issues relating to Indigenous
agreements
Most current knowledge about agreement making in the
extractive industries can be traced to experiences in the mining
sector (Hamann, 2004; Langton, 2006; McMahon and Remy, 2001;
O‘Faircheallaigh, 2013; Sawyer and Gomez, 2012). One of the most
comprehensive publications (Langton and Longbottom, 2012) has
outlined risks of a ‘resource curse’ involving the reproduction of
disadvantage among Aboriginal people amidst economic growth
(Langton and Mazel, 2012; O‘Faircheallaigh, 2012), the distribution
of potential impacts and outcomes (Taylor, 2012), and cases where
partnerships have been productive (Doohan et al., 2012). A range of
other work has canvassed cultural and environmental issues
arising for those Aboriginal communities involved intensively with
mining developments (Altman and Martin, 2009). This literature
parallels research considering these issues around the world
(Gilberthorpe and Hilson, 2014). Langton (2012) has presented an
extensive case for the importance of Indigenous engagements with
the extractive industries in Australia, while others have challenged
her position (Crook, 2013; Frankel, 2013; McClean and Wells,
2013). The governance of agreements, and how such governance
contributes to effective implementation, has been examined
(Allbrook and Jebb, 2004; Gibson and O‘Faircheallaigh, 2010;
Langton, 2004; Martin, 2009).
While all of this literature is relevant, there are important
differences between CSG, conventional oil and gas extraction, and
mining that are relevant to agreements between Indigenous and
industry parties. Primarily, these differences relate to the physical
dimensions of resource extraction, legislative regimes governing
each commodity, and impacts on the landscape. Differences
between petroleum and mining corporations, project lifecycles and
CSR considerations may be less evident to Indigenous parties, but
they can indirectly affect negotiation outcomes (Hilson, 2012, p.
135). In oil and gas operations, there is typically an intensive
construction period involving highly specialised engineering, after
which there is a much reduced rate of ongoing work. In contrast,
mining operations follow intensive construction with a larger
ongoing workforce to undertake a diverse range of roles, including
low-skilled positions. These differences affect the proﬁle of
company needs for land access and ongoing interaction with
Indigenous groups as well as timing of opportunities for entry-
level employment.
Furthermore, the speed of CSG development is dictated by the
promise of increased prices in the currently volatile international
4 The Aboriginal Social Justice Commissioner’s annual Native Title Reports reﬂect
on both the strengths and weaknesses of the legislative regime. Available from:
D. Trigger et al. / The Extractive Industries and Society 1 (2014) 176–188178and domestic markets for natural gas (Intelligent Energy Systems,
2013, pp. 14–15; US Energy Information Agency, 2014). The speed
is also driven by the cost of capital invested for construction and
government requirements about how soon a lease needs to be
exploited. Such impetus for speed is a particularly signiﬁcant
inﬂuence in negotiations with Aboriginal people, who commonly
need months, or longer, to arrive at collective positions and
decisions.
The implementation of CSG Indigenous agreements in Queens-
land, Australia, is in its early stages, with the ﬁrst agreement
registered in early 2010. There have been 35 agreements with CSG
companies in the study region between 2010 and 2013
(Appendix A), contrasting with a total of 16 mining project
agreements registered across the entire State of Queensland
between 2010 and July 2014 (three in the CSG area).2 Amidst these
dynamic CSG developments, new issues are emerging as the
parties involved navigate implementation, monitoring and evalu-
ation of the agreement outcomes. The relevance of what have been
referred to in the resources sector as ‘cumulative impacts’ (Franks
et al., 2010) is signiﬁcant, derived from a number of technical,
social, legal and historical factors:
 the broad geographic spread of CSG projects (across an area
roughly 200 km by 200 km plus a 500 km pipeline to the coastal
LNG plants) and a large number of agreements with many
different Aboriginal groups (Fig. 1);
 the presence of four multi-billion dollar CSG joint ventures
means that some Aboriginal groups have agreements with more
than one proponent, and companies are working with groups
who have more than one agreement to manage3;
 the legal basis for negotiation as it emerges over time in relation
to Indigenous rights (i.e., determination by the Federal Court of
Australia) is unresolved for a large portion of the development
areas;
 claims to native title rights and interests, and associated cultural
heritage custodianship, are in a signiﬁcant number of cases
subject to internal Aboriginal disputes, which impact the
implementation of agreements;
 disputes and engagements with the resource industry are
informed by the historical, economic and cultural legacies of
colonialism in a relatively young post-settler country.
3. CSG and the Native Title Act
Across Australia a substantial number of agreements have been
negotiated with Indigenous peoples under the provisions of the
Native Title Act. From the early 1990s, the recognition of
Indigenous peoples’ rights has been based on the concept of
‘native title’, involving ‘traditional’ connections to land and waters
that have continued substantially since British colonisation. As
such, native title rights vary between Indigenous groups and
depend on the particular traditional laws and customs acknowl-
edged and observed. Current relations with land and waters must
be demonstrated to have their roots in earlier, albeit adapted,
customary law.
Additionally, some native title rights can co-exist with other
forms of tenure, for example pastoral and mining leases. The2 National Native Title Tribunal (2014). Register of Indigenous Land Use
Agreements as of 7 July 2014.
3 In Queensland, the four current projects include: Arrow Energy’s Arrow LNG
Plant and Surat Gas Project in partnership with Shell; Origin Energy’s Australia
Paciﬁc LNG Project with ConocoPhillips and Sinopec; QGC’s Queensland Curtis
Liqueﬁed Natural Gas project involving BG Group and the China National Offshore
Oil Corporation; and Santos GLNG (Gladstone Liqueﬁed Natural Gas) led by Santos
Ltd in partnership with Petronas Australia Pty Limited.statutory process for determining where native title exists and
what rights can be conferred where other forms of tenure obtain
was ﬁrst provided by the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) which
applies across all States and Territories. Court decisions and
amendments have further reﬁned the process and the conditions
for recognition. There are impressive outcomes in some regions
enabling traditional access to areas and giving Indigenous
groups considerable bargaining position in negotiations over
proposed land uses (Blowes and Trigger, 1999).4 However, there
have also been criticisms in public debate about the overall
process. The Australian Government Productivity Commission’s
report on mineral and energy resource exploration reﬂects
complaints by some industry parties about having to deal with
both native title and heritage claims.5 The effectiveness of
resulting economic beneﬁts has been challenged (Altman,
2009b; Scullion, 2013), with critical media coverage of efforts
to regulate distribution of funds resulting from Indigenous
agreements in some cases (Cleary, 2014). Others supportive of
Indigenous interests have criticised a legal procedure producing
jurisprudence that gradually narrows the recognition space of
Indigenous rights and interests (Smith and Morphy, 2007) and
there have been concerns that the native title process enforces ‘a
state-resourced and mandated project of ‘‘traditionalism’’’
(Martin, 2009, p. 108) that makes successful claims increasingly
difﬁcult to achieve in light of signiﬁcant cultural change within
Aboriginal groups.
The Act gives registered native title parties6 the ‘right to
negotiate’ (RTN) over development on lands that may impact
their potential traditional rights. The RTN procedure requires a 3-
month advance notiﬁcation followed by a 6-month negotiation
period where the developers and the Aboriginal party must
negotiate in ‘good faith’. After that time, if there is no agreement,
the matter can proceed to a determination via arbitration. A
number of scholars (Altman, 2009a; Bartlett, 2004; Corbett and
O‘Faircheallaigh, 2006; Langton and Palmer, 2003; Ritter, 2002,
2010) have argued that this ‘threat of arbitration’ after six
months of negotiation places pressures on parties to reach an
agreement, but that this impetus is signiﬁcantly biased against
native title claimants as determinations via arbitration have
overwhelmingly been in the favour of business. Langton and
Palmer (2003, pp. 17–18) state that while businesses may see the
arbitral procedure as the most expedient path to development,
they also expose themselves to the risk of an ongoing poor
relationship with native title parties due to the latter’s
dissatisfaction with an involuntary agreement. An alternative
view is that, once an agreement is established, the Indigenous
party will over time seek the beneﬁts available and adjust to the
project.
A signiﬁcant development in agreement making was the 1998
amendment to the Act that introduced Indigenous Land Use
Agreements as a type of voluntary accommodation between
claimants and other parties. Agreements are legally binding and
cover the conditions for co-existence of native title and rights of
other users in relation to land.http://www.humanrights.gov.au/publications/social-justice-and-native-title-
report-2013 (accessed 06.05.14).
5 Available from: http://www.pc.gov.au/projects/inquiry/resource-exploration/
report (accessed 06.05.14). Complainants included the Association of Mining and
Exploration Companies (AMEC).
6 The Registration test is applied to native title claims upon lodgement with the
National Native Title Tribunal. If a claim satisﬁes all of the required conditions, it is
entered on the Register of Native Title claims, and claimants gain certain procedural
rights, including the ‘right to negotiate’ while their claim is pending.
8 David Trigger has carried out applied and academic research with multiple
Indigenous groups on native title projects related to resource development
negotiations (Blowes and Trigger, 1999; Trigger and Robinson, 2001; Trigger, 2005;
Martin et al., 2014). In 2011 he was part of a team engaged to peer review an
Indigenous policies document of one of the major companies in the CSG study
region. During 2012–2013 he advised claimant and respondent parties on four
claims in southwest Queensland adjacent to the study region. Julia Keenan worked
for Queensland South Native Title Services for the duration of 2006, engaging with
all claim groups in the gas ﬁelds region. Between 2009 and 2014, she contributed to
two projects undertaken by the Centre for Social Responsibility in Mining (CSRM) at
The University of Queensland related to Indigenous engagement with QGC’s gas
development. She has engaged with CSG practitioners via training conducted by
CSRM since 2008. Kim de Rijke has carried out anthropological postdoctoral
research on coal seam gas developments in Queensland since 2011. He has
undertaken native title research in central Queensland generally since 2005,
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 native title holders agreeing to a future act or group of future
acts
 compensation for loss or impairment of native title
 how native title rights and interests coexist
 access to an area
 extinguishment of native title by surrender to governments
 framework agreements (that deﬁne terms and conditions for
future act negotiations, decision-making or other activities)
 the exercise of native title rights and interests
 cultural heritage issues, the provision of public works and
infrastructure, and employment
 economic opportunities for native title groups.
(National Native Title Tribunal, 2008, p. 7)
The use of Agreements has increased signiﬁcantly since their
introduction, as mining companies (and to a lesser extent, oil and
gas companies) and native title parties interact more frequently.
Negotiation is regarded as a central part of the ‘culture of
agreement making’ with Indigenous peoples that emerged in
Australia over a decade ago (Langton and Palmer, 2003; Neate,
2008; National Native Title Tribunal, 1999). Several reasons are
posited for this trend, including reduced cost of negotiation
(compared to litigation), the facilitation of sound relationships,
better understanding and clarity regarding the Native Title Act and
associated processes, and increasing expectations of and commit-
ment to corporate social responsibility (CSR).
4. CSG agreements: key issues
As social and cultural issues in community relations during CSG
development in Australia have arisen so recently there is little
speciﬁc academic literature available on the topic. Some studies
are underway (de Rijke, 2013a,b; Lacey and Lamont, 2013; Walton
et al., 2013; Willow and Wylie, 2014). Our ﬁndings derive from
qualitative semi-structured interviews conducted during 2013,
interactions with practitioners working in agreement negotiation
and/or implementation, a range of applied native title research and
related discussions with Aboriginal people across Queensland, and
a review of indicative native title legal cases.
The interviews with ‘practitioners’ encompassed 13 individuals
in professional roles related to CSG agreements including direct or
indirect employment with CSG companies and Indigenous
parties.7 Ten interviews were conducted individually, and one
with a group of three. Seven of the interviewees were employed by
CSG companies as ‘Indigenous relations’ staff. Their responsibilities
included managing agreement implementation, community en-
gagement, employment and business development programme
design and management, and cultural heritage management. The
remaining practitioner interviewees were consultants to CSG
companies and Indigenous parties. Three of this group were
lawyers, and the three others were specialists in community
relations. Two of the consultant group had worked only for
Indigenous parties. Four interviewees were female.7 Following Owen and Kemp (2014, p. 1), we conceptualise ‘practitioners’ as
those undertaking ‘the stable patterns of decision-making and action and
organisational habits, routines and patterns, rather than the normative ideals
espoused in corporate policy frameworks’. For further reference, Kemp and Owen
(2013) provide a discussion of the dynamics of community relations practice in the
mining industry.Interviews included people working for the four major
proponents. Our experience in this sector over recent years
suggests that Aboriginal engagement staff in one company often
know their counterparts in others, and there is some circulation of
practitioners through employment, contracting or consultancy
relationships, and at working group meetings in forums and
conferences. Multiple proponents have published ‘Reconciliation
Action Plans’ (RAPs) that are meant to integrate a company’s
initiatives in employment, training, and varied forms of support for
Aboriginal groups and individuals. However, collaboration among
CSG companies in this arena appears limited.
In terms of knowledge and ﬁndings in relation to the
perspectives of Aboriginal groups, the authors’ jointly draw on
substantial academic and applied research experience on native
title claims, agreement issues among Aboriginal people, and
Indigenous politics prompted by resource development projects.8
A particularly instructive set of discussions derives from two of the
authors’ participation in a forum on Aboriginal land, cultural
heritage and resource extraction in the CSG region.9
4.1. Practitioner views
Practitioners indicated that the rapid development of a new
industry means that corporate systems and processes are still
developing and that the internal company capacity to engage with
Aboriginal communities and implement agreements can be a
challenge. The view of one individual working with a major CSG
company was that international partner organisations often had
lower levels of ‘cultural proﬁciency’ in engaging with Indigenous
people which sometimes resulted in slow internal responsiveness
to signiﬁcant issues. Such delay can allow dissatisfaction to build
within affected Aboriginal families and broader communities.
As professionals seeking optimal outcomes for both company
and community parties, a common view among practitioners was
that they could beneﬁt from being able to present better
arguments for the importance of Indigenous engagement within
their own companies. Most indicated that arguments for adhering
to voluntary corporate policy commitments are often dismissed
because of commercial requirements. In this view, articulation of
the business, risk or policy case for Indigenous engagement is seen
as a necessary area of improvement, as the costs of supporting
Aboriginal employment and business development can be signiﬁ-
cant in the short term. Failure to engage seriously with such
support can also lead to signiﬁcant costs if companies are required
to backtrack and ‘make good’ on the agreements that they have
made (e.g., in response to court rulings). Notwithstanding theseincluding for the Gaangalu Nation Aboriginal group within the study region of this
paper (de Rijke, 2014). Will Rifkin has worked for two years on social science
projects in relation to the CSG industry, including reviews of company initiatives on
Indigenous employment and related issues.
9 David Trigger and Julia Keenan attended the Fitzroy Basin Elders Committee Inc.
Symposium, Our Land, Business & Resources on 18–19 April 2013 in Rockhampton,
Queensland.
Fig. 1. ‘CSG and Aboriginal land interests in the study region of southeast Queensland: Map A – CSG projects; Map B –Indigenous land use agreements; Map C – native title
determinations’.
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they had signiﬁcant levels of support from senior management,
which they saw as an opportunity for improving the integration of
Indigenous engagement throughout the different functions of the
company. There are cases where Indigenous Relations teams are
using their company’s Reconciliation Action Plans (RAPs) to
broaden support for their work within the company.10 RAPs are
an opportunity to engage with a range of internal stakeholders via
a working group, as well as an opportunity for senior management
to stress the importance of Indigenous relations to the rest of the
company (including commitments to promote Indigenous engage-
ment by contractors and sub-contractors).10 Reconciliation Action Plans are voluntary plans which outline practical actions
that an organisation has committed to taking in order to ‘build strong relationships
and enhanced respect between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and
other Australians’ (Reconciliation Australia, n.d.).Most of the practitioners with whom we discussed the matter
indicated that agreement governance is an issue encountered day-
to-day (e.g., in work with Indigenous subcontractors), with a
potential risk for poor outcomes. In this view, agreement
governance includes processes and structures for representation,
decision making and relationship management to support
implementation (Martin, 2009; O‘Faircheallaigh, 2002). Gover-
nance is critical to the effective implementation of agreements and
to creating and maintaining a strong relationship between
Aboriginal communities and resource companies (Crooke et al.,
2006). Governance challenges relate to Indigenous capacity,
forms of representation, transparency, accountability and the
consequences for delivering sustainable development outcomes
(Doohan et al., 2012; Martin, 2003; O‘Faircheallaigh, 2009, 2010;
Taylor, 2012).
Governance structures and processes are not uniform within or
between companies. The most common arrangement was for each
Aboriginal group to have an implementation committee that meets
D. Trigger et al. / The Extractive Industries and Society 1 (2014) 176–188 181three to ﬁve times per year with company Indigenous Relations
representatives. These meetings generally involve information
sharing and advice about upcoming opportunities. At least one of
the CSG companies in Queensland has sub-committees for
employment and business development. Usually, the Aboriginal
committee members are those who together comprise the (native
title claim) ‘Applicant’, i.e. the named representatives of a claim
group or signatories to an agreement. A minority of practitioners,
acknowledging views arising at times among Aboriginal people,
expressed concerns about the degree to which certain committees’
members were representative of individual or family interests
rather than those of a broad-based ‘community’. We can note here
the expectation that governance of an agreement needs to reﬂect a
collective set of interests across the Indigenous parties, which may
or may not accord with any actual socio-political reality ‘on the
ground’.
Additional concerns expressed by industry practitioners about
representation and governance included:
- apparent ‘consultation fatigue’ and high turnover on the part of
Aboriginal representatives, though interestingly this was not
mentioned as a problem for practitioners themselves;
- high turnover of company staff that disrupts working relation-
ships, though reasons for the turnover were not addressed
directly;
- challenges of engagement with Aboriginal community members
other than those on company–community committees, such
concerns relating to both negative undermining of Aboriginal
representatives and positive achievement of ‘due diligence’ as a
mechanism for avoiding conﬂicts or grievances;
- low (available) Aboriginal capacity in areas of administration,
planning, ﬁnancial literacy and community development.
Practitioners reported strong resistance among Aboriginal
people to company representation in governance structures
involved in managing the ﬁnancial beneﬁts that ﬂow to an
Aboriginal group. They explained this resistance as part of
Aboriginal desires for self-determination and a reluctance to being
subjected to real or perceived interference by the companies. Such
concerns are not surprising given the protest we might envisage if
non-Aboriginal recipients of funds arising from land access
negotiations encountered the prospect of company oversight on
their expenditure. However, this situation raised issues for
practitioners about the extent of corporate obligations to
promoting accountability and inclusion of the broader Aboriginal
community. If nepotism or other forms of selective control over
funds arising from an agreement appear to be occurring, company
practitioners can be conﬂicted about how to respond. The
uncertainty in the company’s position was seen as a potential
risk; on one hand, of being ‘paternalistic’ or interfering in
community business, but on the other hand, of being criticised
for not ensuring ‘acceptable’ use of funds. Practitioners also felt
that there may be missed opportunities for groups to leverage
further investment or cooperation with the company due to a lack
of corporate engagement with Aboriginal governance. In their
view, corporate input of business development and other skills into
Aboriginal investment initiatives could potentially lead to more
opportunities for joint projects or programmes for contracting or
employment.
Employment, training and business development commit-
ments are signiﬁcant components of all companies’ agreements.
In converting these commitments into practice on the ground,
practitioners have encountered a range of challenges including:
- supporting long-term unemployed individuals to move into and
retain jobs;- identifying individuals and businesses for training/support;
- developing realistic goals over the life of the project;
- monitoring and evaluation;
- communication of opportunities and outcomes to the broader
Aboriginal population of a region as potential beneﬁciaries of an
agreement; and
- addressing Aboriginal community frustrations at perceived lack
of progress.
Practitioners further discussed matters related to ensuring that
contractors are meeting commitments to Indigenous participation.
Companies are able to require their contractors (over a certain size
of the contract, often AUS$20 million) to have an Indigenous
Participation Plan (IPP). However, it was explained that actual
performance varied. Company practitioners reported working with
contracting companies on planning and implementing their IPPs,
but they noted that they were unable to do so with all contractors
(because of time and resource constraints). Those responding to
our queries reported that they are usually focussed on contractors
with good experience with Indigenous employment, training and
business development to improve positive outcomes, rather than
trying to hold poor performers to account.
As discussed further in the cases below, the implications of
claims to native title are constantly changing. Practitioners rated
native title challenges as key to their work. Issues included:
- the implications of working with native title cases yet to be
determined through either mediation with the State government
(and at times other parties) or litigation;
- interaction with Aboriginal people in relation to cultural heritage
(e.g., in identifying the appropriate stakeholders to engage for
development of cultural heritage monitoring plans or employing
particular individuals to conduct site clearances);
- legal challenges from Aboriginal individuals, families or groups
to the representativeness of persons acting as ‘applicants’ for the
claim and/or related issues of claim group composition and
membership;
- avenues for accountability and reporting to the appropriate
broader Aboriginal group with customary rights to particular
claim areas.
There was a view that the current ‘legalistic’ and ﬁnancially-
driven agreement negotiation processes constrain the generation
of arrangements that align with current best practice international
community development. These concerns were held in relation to
community-led planning, empowerment-based capacity building
and long-term strategies. Practitioners explained that they know
how to deploy company efforts to support aspects of development
to which Aboriginal communities aspire, but they feel hamstrung
by near-term ﬁnancial pressures and legal uncertainties.
In the practitioner view barriers to effective community
development from agreements include:
- lack of baseline/needs analysis before negotiation and early
implementation;
- working under signiﬁcant business-related time pressures;
- lack of long-term or strategic planning for implementation over
the lifetime of an agreement;
- difﬁculty of switching between an adversarial approach during
negotiation and a post-agreement dialogue focussed on a
positive working relationship;
- lack of non-judicial grievance mechanisms, meaning that
disputes between Aboriginal parties or Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal parties are being held up in the court system;
- the implications of multiple companies/agreements with a lack
of coordination among them.
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company and contractor capabilities as well as capacities, politics
and legal concerns within Aboriginal groups.
4.2. Aboriginal perspectives
Issues raised by Aboriginal people in relation to agreements
arising from CSG and broader development aspirations are largely
centred on links to land (or ‘country’), membership of groups of
beneﬁciaries, cultural identity negotiations, representation of
collective Aboriginal interests and related governance of groups,
and leverage required to negotiate with and extract real outcomes
from resource companies. As well as certain internal features of
social relations among Aboriginal people, these challenges appear
to reﬂect the scale and speed of CSG development, relative to the
time taken for making collective decisions by Aboriginal groups
and for resolving native title claims in the courts.
We note diverse views within and across Aboriginal popula-
tions about CSG developments. While there is opposition to it as a
form of land use, as discussed below, we are aware also that the
New South Wales Aboriginal Land Council (NSWALC), in coopera-
tion with a number of local Aboriginal organisations in that State,
has been actively involved in CSG exploration and extraction
activities for some time (de Rijke, 2013a, p. 2). Similarly diverse
responses to this new industry are evident among Indigenous
groups across our Queensland study area.
4.2.1. Revitalising links to ‘country’
A common aspiration is to strengthen links to traditional
‘country’ (the term used to refer to the physical and spiritual
property of land and waters). The imperative to revitalise such
connections is particularly strong where people have, over several
generations, moved or been removed by government regulation,
as has been the case in large parts of Queensland (Haebich, 2000,
pp. 168–181; Kidd, 1997; Trigger, 1983). Strategies for reconnect-
ing to country can include conducting tradition-derived activities
such as hunting, ﬁshing, and teaching children cultural informa-
tion about the bush. Loss of cultural knowledge and identity are
seen to be at the root of many of the social problems faced by
Indigenous people, particularly youth. While this view remains
contested in light of other arguments for the importance of
poverty alleviation through participation in the economic
mainstream (Langton, 2012; Pearson, 2011), for many Aboriginal
people it is clear that the idea of reinforcing direct links to country
and ‘culture’ has the potential to improve community health and
social wellbeing.
In this context, for Aboriginal people in parts of Queensland
who may live far from their ancestral land or do not have access to
it, activities associated with resource development can both ensure
oversight of development activities and potentially facilitate
access to country (e.g. via engagement in cultural heritage
management or governance structures where transport and time
are paid for). There is also the socio-political and psychological
beneﬁt of being formally recognised as having particular cultural
connections, responsibilities, and knowledge of the land as its
‘Traditional Owners’.
4.2.2. Economic beneﬁts
There are complaints that Aboriginal people are not able to
access business development and employment opportunities as
they had expected from the project. CSG impacted Aboriginal
people identiﬁed a range of barriers to such access, including:
- the rapid development of industry (e.g., a 2-year timeline for
pipeline construction) outpaces a group’s ability to establish or
expand a business;- a lack of access to contracts/contractors, because contracts are too
large for local or ﬂedgling businesses to take on, or sub-contractors
– who may work on smaller jobs – are not easily identiﬁed;
- an apparent lack of interest from contractors and a lack of
requirements for Indigenous business development in major
contracts.
Aboriginal people also identiﬁed difﬁculties with accessing
employment opportunities in the CSG sector, including:
- balancing work and cultural responsibilities, though the issue of
customary obligations tends not to be deﬁned clearly in relation
to other possible reasons for ‘low value’ being attributed to
employment in the resources sector (Scambary, 2013, pp. 74,
193–202);
- lack of appropriate formal qualiﬁcations;
- but also stereotyping among some employers about lack of
relevant skills among Aboriginal people other than for low
expertise positions;
- difﬁculties in accessing employment with contractors because of
previous poor experiences and a lack of information about the
contractors’ contact details;
- limited ability to hold companies and contractors accountable for
poor performance and failing to achieve commitments related to
Aboriginal employment; and
- frustration with continued training without resulting employ-
ment.
Of further relevance to understanding such barriers, though not
necessarily addressed publicly among Aboriginal groups, is the
question of intergenerational unemployment related to a lack of
interest among young people in embracing a routinised work
lifestyle (Trigger, 2005).
4.2.3. Marginalisation and lack of agency
Within the agreement making and implementation processes
Aboriginal people frequently report a sense of historical and
current marginalisation and lack of agency. Marginalisation is seen
to be generated by institutional structures (the onus of proof under
the Native Title Act, business practices, and government policies)
as well as social and cultural forces (perceived racism, discrimina-
tion and social disruption, alcohol and drug abuse among
Aboriginal people, and related social dysfunction).
Reﬂecting on recent negotiations with CSG proponents,
Aboriginal people have presented a number of further factors
understood to limit their negotiating position, including:
- dispersed families and individuals associated with named claim
groups and a commensurate lack of experience in formulating a
collective negotiating position, with particular difﬁculties
instructing legal representatives;
- historical disputes between and among Aboriginal groups
preventing consensus on agreement issues;
- lack of access to legal and ﬁnancial representation, advice and to
information at the same level as the companies;
- lack of leverage due to the possibility of compulsory land
acquisition by the State and consequent access by CSG
companies; and
- little opportunity to hold companies accountable for their actions
or failures.
4.2.4. Agreement making and community divisions
Agreement making and associated processes, while providing a
potential avenue for development opportunities, also both respond
to and can precipitate a lack of social cohesion in Indigenous
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regard to their own group memberships, asserted territorial
boundaries, representative roles, governance methods and distri-
bution of economic beneﬁts.
In the CSG sector, and in the context of often partial knowledge
of traditional connections to land and waters, there have been a
number of disputes in recent years about Aboriginal group
representation or negotiations with a resource developer. The
conﬂicts have included challenges to the legitimacy of particular
individuals as representatives, the appropriateness of the selection
process of such representatives, and the ability of people to
represent the interests of the wider group. The development and
prioritisation of strategic, broad-based and long-term interests has
also been an issue in some cases. There are problems with physical
and psychological ‘burn out’ effects due to the demands of
involvement in multiple negotiation processes. Those impacts can
be multiplied when a single Aboriginal group must negotiate with
more than one CSG company.
The disputes have ﬂow-on effects in communities, and they
affect the ability of a group to present a united position in
negotiations with resource developers, which is exacerbated by
power inequalities. Some Aboriginal people perceive that these
internal divisions (often regarded as driven by self-interest or
greed) have limited the success of groups in negotiations. Further,
in affected towns, divisions may emerge between those Aboriginal
people who are considered as Traditional Owners of the area
(particularly where native title has been determined), and those
who also reside in the town but are ancestrally connected to other
places. A number of legal cases are illustrative.
4.3. Indicative legal cases
4.3.1. Mandandanji
On the 25th March 2013, a Federal Court judge ordered that all
native title payments to the Mandandanji People in southern
Queensland be paid to the Registrar of the Federal Court, although
these orders were dismissed in a subsequent judgement on 16th
July 2013. The case is notable as the judge raised concerns that
money received from gas companies was not beneﬁting the whole
claim group (Weribone on behalf of the Mandandanji People v State
of Queensland [2013] FCA 255).
This decision was triggered by an internal Aboriginal dispute
over the native title claim group description and, thus,
contemporary group membership. The dispute was about the
inclusion of one identiﬁed ancestor in the claim group descrip-
tion and hence the membership assertions of that forebear’s
descendants. The lack of consensus about the appropriate
description of the claim group resulted in two groups’ competing
applications under the Native Title Act. The court noted that
‘[t]here is uncertainty in the conclusions available at the present
time in the anthropological evidence as to the correct claim
group description’ (FCA 225, para 51). As the Mandandanji claim
was yet to be determined, there had been no legal decision about
the correct description of the claim group. There was therefore
an understandable concern that the proceeds of agreements
were thus potentially not being distributed appropriately to
beneﬁt all those with tradition-based rights in the land (FCA 225,
para 66).
The judge ordered that the Mandandanji people had to apply to
the Registrar of the Court to access some of the $2.3 million held in
trust by the group until a determination of native title is made.
These orders were later set aside as the judge found a new
applicant had been properly appointed, one who was able to ‘deal
effectively with issues that may concern the various constituents
of the claim group’ (Weribone on behalf of the Mandandanji Peoplev State of Queensland (No 4) [2013] FCA 758, para 6). The judge did
comment, however, that he was concerned that there had been an
‘apparently disproportionate expenditure on board meetings’ (FCA
758, para 11), and that there may have been non-compliance with
the earlier orders (FCA 758, para 12). The issue was ‘referred to the
registrar to investigate whether any proceedings for contempt
should be brought with respect to lack of compliance with orders’
(FCA 758, para 17).
This case illustrates a number of issues:
- agreements can be made with Indigenous groups while the
identity of the native title holding group and its membership has
not yet been determined by the relevant legal process;
- payments may be made to claim groups with limited capacity
and disputed membership;
- it is unclear what the role is, if any, of the company or other
parties, such as government-funded native title representative
bodies or the State government, in verifying membership in
relation to agreement making and implementation in the CSG
sector;
- the role and ability of the court to manage such native title
payments has not been resolved (Lovitt et al., 2013);
- there is a need for increased transparency and accountability
among all parties;
- the role of the court, land councils, companies, anthropologists,
and claimants should be clariﬁed to enable all parties to progress
effective resolution of disputes within, or among, relevant
Aboriginal groups.
4.3.2. Port Curtis Coral Coast
A court decision in 2001 amalgamated ﬁve previous claim
groups in coastal southern Queensland into the Port Curtis Coral
Coast native title claim group. Against a background of disputa-
tion, there were media reports in 2013 that members of the group
were planning to initiate a class action against QGC, Santos GLNG,
and Asia Paciﬁc LNG for not upholding their agreements. A
member of the group said that the companies had damaged
cultural heritage sites, failed to pay appropriate compensation,
and had not delivered business development or employment
opportunities (Rollo, 2013). However, one of the Aboriginal
group’s registered applicants disagreed with these assertions
(Rollo, 2013).
QGC responded to the claims in a media release saying that the
company was following the conditions of the cultural heritage
management plan agreed with the Port Curtis Coral Coast group as
required under the relevant legislation and that no sites had been
damaged (QGC, 2013).
The case raises issues as follows:
- there can be differences within claim groups about the perceived
impacts/beneﬁts of agreements, which may be based on different
views about cultural concerns and/or strategies to seek to
leverage funds using the language of heritage regardless of
consensus about genuine damage;
- it is important to identify particular locality-speciﬁc rights and
interests if they are customarily held by different families within
claim groups; and
- differences can exist between companies and Indigenous parties
in their understandings of ‘damage’ that is of cultural signiﬁ-
cance.
4.3.3. Bigambul/Darling Downs
The Court case QGC Pty Limited v Bygrave [2011] FCA 1457
concerned the registration of Agreements by the National Native
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native title claimants. The delegate of the Native Title Registrar had
refused to register an agreement between QGC and the Bigambul
People because ‘she was not satisﬁed that all the persons who hold
or may hold native title in the land and waters within the Bigambul
area had authorised the making of the agreement as required by s
251A of the Act’ (FCA 1457, para 5). QGC successfully petitioned the
court to overturn this decision.
In this instance, the delegate was aware of a group of Kamilaroi/
Gomeroi People who did not authorise the agreement and who she
considered ‘persons who hold or may hold the common or group
rights comprising the native title’ (NTA 1993 s 251A). QGC
disputed the eligibility of the Kamilaroi/Gomeroi People to
authorise an agreement on the basis that they held no registered
native title claim in the relevant area. The Federal Court judge
found that it is ‘fair and just to an existing registered native title
claimant by requiring that any other community or group seeking
to advance conﬂicting claims to its claims, has to submit those
claims to the discipline of the [registration and authorisation]
processes’ (FCA 1457, para 118). The judge overturned the
delegate’s decision.
This judgement was controversial in that previously ‘persons
who hold or may hold the common or group rights comprising the
native title’ had not been considered to be restricted to ‘registered
native title claimants’. The decision thus raises issues concerning:
- uncertainty for proponents and Aboriginal people where there is
no registered native title claim in the agreement area, or where a
claim is contested; and
- questions about what constitutes best-practice agreement
making in a context of uncertainty and dispute about traditional
land ownership.
Poignantly, the Federal Government released a Bill to amend
the Native Title Act on 28 November 201212, which, in response to
the uncertainty generated by the QGC Pty Ltd v Bygrave [2011] FCA
1457 decision, includes the following changes to the authorisation
process, giving:
parties who do not have a registered native title claim (but can
establish a prima facie case that they may hold native title) a
right to take part in the authorisation decision. This will reverse
the outcome of the decision in QGC Pty Ltd v Bygrave [2011] FCA
1457, which had found that ILUAs can be properly authorised by
registered native title claimants only. (Audeyev et al., 2012)
4.3.4. Githabul People
The Githabul native title claim, just across the Queensland
border and covering the part of this group’s country in northern
New South Wales, was determined in 2007. The Federal Court
recognised that the Githabul People hold non-exclusive native title
rights and interests over 1120 km2, including nine national parks
and thirteen state forests (National Native Title Tribunal, 2007, p.
2). The Githabul People, the Githabul Nation Aboriginal Corpora-
tion, and the New South Wales Government also entered into an
agreement which set out, among other things, that:
- the Githabul People will be involved in consultation and
management of 11 national parks and reserves through a11 The National Native Title Tribunal is an independent agency established to
administer the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth). Its role includes keeping a register of
native title determinations, claims and Agreements.
12 This Bill subsequently lapsed in November 2012 with the Australian federal
elections, and was reintroduced to the Senate in March 2014 as Native Title
Amendment (Reform) Bill 2014 (2014 Bill), on identical terms to the 2012 Bill.management committee and the employment of at least four
Githabul People;
- the Githabul People will be consulted over the management of 13
state forests;
- certain areas that are culturally signiﬁcant to the Githabul
People, including Tooloom Falls, will be protected; and
- 102 ha of Crown lands will be transferred in freehold to the
Githabul Nation Aboriginal Corporation (National Native Title
Tribunal, 2007, p. 2).
In Githabul country, CSG exploration has been the subject of
intensifying dispute since 2012. Githabul opponents have chal-
lenged the authority of the Githabul Nation Aboriginal Corporation
to allow exploration. Further internal disputes erupted as a result
of the application for a number of petroleum special prospecting
authorities by the New South Wales Aboriginal Land Council
(NSWALC) in 2012. The area covered by these applications includes
a portion of the determined Githabul native title claim (Farrow-
Smith, 2012)
Some Githabul representatives regard native title and the
agreement to be at the heart of this issue. It was reported that:
Githabul spokeswoman Gloria Williams says the Native Title
agreement is being wrongly used to allow coal seam gas
interests into the region. ‘Through Native Title, this is how they
are coming through our country mining the hell out of it,’ Ms
Williams said. ‘Because we signed off on a consent determina-
tion agreement . . . and when we sign off on a consent
determination agreement we are literally giving them consent
to come and do what they want,’ she said. (Farrow-Smith,
2012).
This statement, however, glosses over underlying factors in the
dispute about CSG; namely, intra-Indigenous contestation about
representation and authority among Githabul people. In January
2013, Githabul opponents of CSG exploration were said to be
‘planning a legal challenge in an international court if necessary
against their own to dissolve the Githabul Nation Aboriginal
Corporation (GNAC), which they say approved mining on their
country without their consent or approval’ (Lovejoy, 2013).
Arguments against CSG developments included those focused on
the cultural maintenance of country (in a spiritual sense) and
environmental health, but also concerns related to the possible
negative social consequences of ﬁnancial payments to individuals,
including the potential of increased alcohol and drug abuse,
violence, road accidents, and reliance on external funding as a new
form of passive welfare. Two Aboriginal persons described in the
media as Githabul elders were subsequently arrested during a
blockade of Metgasco CSG exploration activities (Feain and Brown,
2013).
These reports raise the following issues:
- differences within the claim group about the perceived impacts/
beneﬁts of agreements, including the negotiation of conﬂicting
concerns with regard to economic development on the one hand
and environmental and cultural integrity of country on the other;
- disagreements about the beneﬁts and risks of substantial
individual payments, given possibly self-destructive purposes
to which the funds may be put in the social conditions in which
recipients may live; and
- ongoing politics of representation and dispute resolution
processes within claim groups, occurring both during and
following legal processing of the claims.
4.3.5. Gangulu and Warrabal
On 27 February 2012, a Delegate of the National Native Title
Tribunal (NNTT) decided not to register the Australia Paciﬁc LNG
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construction of a gas pipeline in an area not covered, at the time the
agreement was signed, by a registered native title claim. The
Gaangalu [sic] Nation, a regional socio-political grouping encom-
passing members of constituent descent groups previously
identiﬁed in discontinued native title proceedings as Gangulu,
Ghungalu and Kangoulu had by that time lodged a native title
claim inclusive of the area, but it had not yet been subjected to the
registration test by the NNTT (though it subsequently passed this
test).
The difﬁculties surrounding the agreement arose out of adverse
information submitted by the Warrabal People who asserted
native title rights in the area. Nevertheless, it was argued by the
company, relying also on material provided by the native title
representative body (Queensland South Native Title Services), that
the Warrabal had not established a prima facie case to hold native
title, and the agreement was therefore made only with the Gangulu
party. The Delegate, however, concluded (National Native Title
Tribunal, 2012, pp. 29, 43):
[T]he issues of who holds or may hold native title in the ILUA
area was the subject of a genuine dispute between the Gangulu
and the Warrabal groups and was also contentious and unclear,
such that it was not reasonable to prefer the Gangulu over the
Warrabal . . . As I have found, all of the evidence I have reviewed
leads me to consider that the Warrabal People were not
identiﬁed [as a group of persons who hold or may hold native
title] and this amounted to a failure by APLNG to make the
efforts required of it under s.24CG(3)(b)(i).
Despite the dispute surrounding this particular agreement, the
Gangulu and Warrabal had previously entered jointly into an
agreement with another company, QGC, for the construction of
their gas pipeline (Gangulu and Warrabal and QGC Pty Limited
ILUA QI2010/022).
Issues raised in this case include:
- the impact of uncertainty in areas where native title claims are
absent or discontinued;
- the role of native title representative bodies, legal practitioners
and anthropologists in the provision of relevant evidentiary
materials;
- the capacity and adequacy of efforts by proponents to identify
those who hold or may hold native title in circumstances of
dispute; and
- the potential impact of intensifying intra-Aboriginal disputes on
the operation, governance and outcomes of agreements previ-
ously jointly authorised by both groups.
The range of concerns, disputes, and unresolved issues
illustrated in the legal cases reviewed suggests that development
of CSG in eastern Australia is engaging with Aboriginal groups that
are internally diverse in terms of articulation of traditional rights in
country as well as aspirations for and capacity to manage
agreements. Apart from the socially fractured nature of Indigenous
social relations in the region, the timeline for exploration and
construction in CSG can be seen as compressed relative to the
degree of complexity that the Aboriginal groups, companies, the
courts and the government must resolve.
5. Conclusions and recommendations
In light of the literature addressing the importance of
agreement making between Aboriginal groups and the resources
sector in Australia, we have considered the rapidly developing CSG
industry in southern Queensland extending into New South Wales.The legislative regime of native title has been focused on owing to
its centrality to the context in which negotiations occur. Given the
signiﬁcance of the relationship between the key parties in the
production and implementation of agreements, we have noted that
practitioners are seeking to bring professional standards and best
practice to their work engaging with Indigenous community
groups and individuals. However, they report concerns with time
pressure in the CSG projects for which they work, while coping
with organisational silos and changes among personnel and/or
their roles.
Practitioners face the challenges of engaging with numerous
Aboriginal groups in an arena where other proponents are often
negotiating with the same and neighbouring individuals and
families. This dynamic is occurring in a shifting regulatory and
legal environment. Responses to agreement processes on the part
of Aboriginal people indicate concerns about links to country,
group membership, cultural identity, representation and gover-
nance in groups, as well as about their bargaining position in
relation to multiple well-funded resource companies.
In the context of academic and policy studies indicating the
opportunities arising from formal recognition of tradition-based
Indigenous relations with land, as well as the risks of a ‘resource
curse’ that results in Aboriginal impoverishment amidst rapidly
developing megaprojects, the key issues of agreement negotiation
and implementation are evident. In concluding this study we
present recommendations that follow from our analysis.
Collaboration across a mosaic of agreements: The complexities of
competing industry and Indigenous interests, as well as diversity
of views within both parties, calls for mapping the mosaic of
different agreements to avoid confusion across the relevant CSG
development region. What different governance structures and
implementation processes are in place and what are the overlaps
for the different companies and communities? While acknowl-
edging possible competitive interests between different propo-
nents, and some diversity of commitment within company
structures on Indigenous issues, we seek a basis for strategic/
aggregated management processes across companies and Indige-
nous groups.
Recommendation: The parties should embrace opportunities for,
and where appropriate facilitate, greater collaboration between
different Indigenous groups and companies in addressing the
organisational and geographic complexities prompted by CSG
development. All parties should focus on retaining knowledge and
expertise of agreement implementation over time to ensure deep
knowledge of the emergent relationships between Aboriginal
people and the industry.
Competence in engaging with Aboriginal groups: In light of the
apparent increasingly vigorous internal Indigenous politics fo-
cused on CSG development, all parties need improved policies and
methods for engaging with the drivers of both collectivism and
factionalism among Aboriginal families and individuals. If agree-
ments are to be sustainable over time, they need to be informed by
an understanding of both agreed and contesting versions of native
title connections and asserted rights over particular areas of land
and waters. The cases we have examined illustrate intra-group
tensions and disputes and related issues of equity of representa-
tion directly relevant to the distribution of ﬁnancial beneﬁts to
ﬂow from CSG agreements. Practitioners in the companies,
together with those Aboriginal persons leading negotiations and
implementation (with their legal advisors and anthropological
experts), require clear joint understandings of how internal
disputes are best managed.
Recommendation: The parties should acknowledge directly
the issue of tensions and factionalism among Indigenous groups
and frame productive ways of ensuring their resolution. This will
involve companies achieving greater capacity for understanding
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Aboriginal group formation in relation to native title rights
and hence agreements. Discussion with Indigenous parties
should address the beneﬁts of collaboration and costs of
factionalism.
Economic development issues: Given the breadth of concerns
and interests articulated among Aboriginal people, and our
reportage of practitioners’ commitment to broad community
development aspirations, it is important for agreements to
consider economic beneﬁts in terms of livelihoods rather than
narrower ﬁnancial outcomes (Martin et al., 2014). A focus on
livelihoods means that parties require mutual understanding of
how sociocultural issues, such as family loyalties and the
potential for perceived nepotism, can impact on how agreements
are seen to be proceeding. How can the most productive use of
funds from agreements be ensured in light of sensitivities about
company intrusion into ﬁnancial management among recipient
groups?
Recommendation: The parties should engage in robust discus-
sion about community versus individual enterprises, employment
and training. The beneﬁts and costs of greater company involve-
ment in expenditure of funds from agreements should be
addressed rigorously and in a politically robust way.
Non-ﬁnancial outcomes of agreements: There are asserted
symbolic signiﬁcances associated with negotiating and imple-
menting agreements for the Aboriginal parties. Apart from the
ﬁnancial issues to be negotiated, we have reported broad
aspirations about achieving recognition of native title rights and
the cultural and historical importance of connection to land and
waters. The implication is that industry proponents may need to
listen at times with empathy to such concerns apart from engaging
in the critical legal matter of developing and implementing the
technical clauses of an agreement.
Recommendation: The parties should seek to achieve greater
understanding on the part of companies of the cultural and
historical bases of Aboriginal connection to land and waters. This
will include knowledge of traditional group territories, population
movements and linked regional bodies of ‘law and custom’
emergent over time, and the changing nature of rights in country
derived from earlier occupation of the landscape.
Governance capacity: The challenges of effective governance
capacity building for Indigenous groups prompt the complex
question of how this can be supported by CSG companies. Skills
and educational achievements can only be successfully facilitated
if there is commitment among young people as well those leading
agreement making and implementation. Understanding of inter-
generational relationships in the Aboriginal groups is necessary. As
agreement implementation progresses, demographic changes will
include younger people emerging as signiﬁcant agents for the
articulation of Indigenous interests. Flexibility of approach to
changing representation is required. This is also the case for the
circumstances of persons who may live outside the region but over
time assert interests based on traditional connections to the land
and waters affected by CSG development.
Recommendation: The parties should focus particularly on
youth commitments to opportunities arising from agreements.
Recognition of the importance of mutually respectful interpersonal
relationships across the parties is critical in relation to younger
Aboriginal people engaging with agreement outcomes. Gover-
nance of agreements will require ﬂexible modiﬁcation over time as
youth with traditional interests across the CSG region grow to
participate in agreement governance.
We conclude that complexity is a signal characteristic of
Aboriginal agreements in the CSG arena. It emerges from thecontested history of Aboriginal–industry relations in Australia, the
political and identity dynamics of Aboriginal groups, and the
extensive footprint of onshore natural gas developments, their
speed, and their cumulative impacts. Resolution of the issues we
have addressed would have implications for other regions where
onshore gas is being developed in proximity to, or directly on, the
lands of Indigenous peoples.
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Appendix A. Queensland CSG ILUAs, by project
Sources:
Agreements, Treaties and Negotiated Settlements (ATNS)
database. Melbourne, Australia: Indigenous Studies Programme,
The University of Melbourne. Retrieved 4/7/14, from http://
www.atns.net.au/page.asp?PageID=15
National Native Title Register of Indigenous Land Use Agree-
ments. Perth, Australia. Retrieved 21/5/14, from http://
www.nntt.gov.au/INDIGENOUS-LAND-USE-AGREEMENTS/
SEARCH-REGISTERED-ILUAS/Pages/Search.aspx
1. QGC’s Queensland Curtis Liqueﬁed Natural Gas project
1. Djaku-nde & Jangerie Jangerie & Wakka Wakka People and QGC
Pty Limited (Balance Area) Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
2. Djaku-nde & Jangerie Jangerie & Wakka Wakka Peoples & QGC
Pty Limited Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
3. Barunggam, Cobble Cobble, Jarowair, Western Wakka Wakka,
Yiman and QGC Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
4. Gangulu and Warrabal and QGC Pty Limited Indigenous Land Use
Agreement (ILUA)
5. Iman People #2 and QGC Pty Limited Indigenous Land Use
Agreement (ILUA)
6. Port Curtis Coral Coast & QGC Pty Limited Indigenous Land Use
Agreement (ILUA)
7. Mandandanji People and QGC Pty Limited Indigenous Land Use
Agreement (ILUA)
8. Bigambul & QGC Pty Ltd Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
9. QGC Pty Limited - Jangga Indigenous Land Use Agreement
10. QGC and Wiri Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
11 QGC and Barada Barna Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
12 QGC, Barada Barna and Wiri Indigenous Land Use Agreement
(ILUA)
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Gladstone Pipeline Pty Ltd, Australia Paciﬁc LNG (Shared
Facilities) Pty Ltd and Australia Paciﬁc LNG Processing Pty Ltd
13. Port Curtis Coral Coast and Australia Paciﬁc LNG Pty Limited
Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
14. Australia Paciﬁc LNG and Iman People Indigenous Land Use
Agreement (ILUA)
15. Australia Paciﬁc LNG Pty Limited Wulli Wulli Djaku-nde and
Jangerie Jangerie Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
16. APLNG & Mandandanji Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
17. APLNG and Area E Native Title Group ILUA
18. APLNG and Gaangalu Nation People ILUA
19. APLNG and Iman People Fairview and Eurombah Creek Projects
ILUA
3 Santos GLNG (Gladstone Liqueﬁed Natural Gas) is a project
led by Santos Ltd in partnership with Petronas Australia Pty
Limited
20. Santos & Petronas & Karingbal People GLNG Indigenous Land
Use Agreement (ILUA)
21. Santos Petronas Port Curtis Coral Coast GLNG Indigenous Land
Use Agreement (ILUA)
22. Santos, Petronas and Iman People #2 GLNG Indigenous Land
Use Agreement
23. Santos Petronas Gangulu GLNG Indigenous Land Use Agree-
ment (ILUA)
24. Santos/Petronas/Bidjara/Karingbal People GLNG Indigenous
Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
25. Santos/Petronas/Bidjara GLNG Indigenous Land Use Agreement
(ILUA)
26. Santos Petronas Murribinbi Gladstone Liqueﬁed Natural Gas
(GLNG) Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
4 Arrow Energy
27. Arrow Barada Barna People LNG Project Indigenous Land Use
Agreement (ILUA)
28. Arrow Barada Barna People and Wiri People LNG Project
Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
29. Arrow Wiri LNG Project Indigneous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
30. Arrow Jangga LNG Project Indigenous Land Use Agreement
(ILUA)
31. Arrow Birri LNG Project Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
32. Arrow Darumbal LNG Project Indigenous Land Use Agreement
(ILUA)
33. Arrow Energy and Port Curtis Coral Coast People Arrow LNG
Project Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
34. Arrow Energy Western Downs Unclaimed Area Indigenous
Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
35. Arrow Energy and Southern Barada People, Kabalbara People,
Jetimarala/Yetimarla People, Darumbal People and Darumbal
People #2 LNG Project ILUA
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